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Abstract. We propose a novel universal construction of two-level overlapping Schwarz precon-
ditioners for 2mth-order elliptic boundary value problems, where m is a positive integer. The word
“universal” here signifies that the coarse space construction can be applied to any finite element
discretization for any m that satisfies some common assumptions. We present numerical results
for conforming, nonconforming, and discontinuous Galerkin-type finite element discretizations for
high-order problems to demonstrate the scalability of the proposed two-level overlapping Schwarz
preconditioners.
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1. Introduction. Elliptic problems of order 2m, where m ∈ Z>0, which are
natural generalizations of the well-known Poisson equation, have theoretical impor-
tance and find applications in a broad range of science and engineering. For instance,
fourth-order elliptic problems (m = 2) arise in continuum mechanics, including the
theory of linear elasticity [6, 15], and in optimal control theory [8, 32]. On the other
hand, sixth-order elliptic problems (m = 3) are encountered in mathematical models
within material sciences, such as in the oxidation of silicon [2, 26] and in the phase-field
crystal model [14, 41].

Due to the importance of 2mth-order elliptic problems, there has been a vast
literature on numerical methods for them. For fourth-order problems, i.e., when
m = 2, various finite element methods including conforming [1, 3, 38], nonconform-
ing [23, 28, 39], and discontinuous Galerkin-type [7, 19] have been studied. There have
also been a number of existing works on finite element methods for sixth-order prob-
lems (m = 3), including nonconforming methods [25], interior penalty methods [20],
and mixed methods [17]. Recently, universal approaches that can be applied to any
2mth-order problems have been developed, such as conforming finite element dis-
cretizations on tensor product elements [24] and simplical elements [22], nonconform-
ing elements [40, 42], virtual elements [13], and discontinuous Galerkin methods [12].
Moreover, neural network-based approaches have also been considered; see [21, 44].

As the mesh size decreases in finite element methods for 2mth-order problems,
the condition number typically increases dramatically. This underscores the impor-
tance of designing effective preconditioners for solving large-scale problems with a high
number of degrees of freedom. In this viewpoint, this paper focuses on developing two-
level overlapping Schwarz preconditioners for various finite element discretizations of
2mth-order elliptic boundary value problems. The Schwarz method has proven to be
a powerful parallel algorithm for solving large-scale problems encountered in partial
differential equations and related scientific problems over the past decades. Existing
results on second-order problems (m = 1) can be found in, e.g., [29, 37] and refer-
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ences therein. For fourth-order problems (m = 2), additive Schwarz preconditioners
for conforming, nonconforming, and discontinuous Galerkin-type discretizations were
proposed in [6, 10, 45]. Some recent works have also extended the application of
Schwarz methods to nonlinear problems; see, e.g., [31, 35, 36]. However, to the best
of knowledge, there have been no existing works on Schwarz preconditioners than can
be applied to the case of general m and its discretizations.

In this paper, we introduce novel two-level overlapping Schwarz preconditioners
for various finite element discretizations of 2mth-order elliptic problems. A key as-
pect of our approach lies in the construction of coarse spaces. These coarse spaces
are built using conforming finite element spaces [22, 24] defined on a coarse mesh,
with a construction method that remains independent of both m and the type of
finite element discretization employed. Thus, the construction of coarse spaces in our
approach can be deemed “universal”, as it is applicable to any finite element dis-
cretization for any m. Equipped with the universal coarse spaces, we demonstrate
that the proposed preconditioners ensure uniformly bounded condition numbers of the
preconditioned operators when H/δ is fixed, where H represents the typical diameter
of a subdomain and δ measures the overlap among the subdomains. To validate the
numerical performance of the proposed preconditioners across various finite elements,
we present numerical results for fourth- and sixth-order problems discretized using
the Bogner–Fox–Schmit (BFS) [3, 38, 39], Adini [23, 28], C0 interior penalty [7, 19],
and Jin–Wu [25] finite elements.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce a model
2mth-order elliptic problem and its abstract finite element discretization. In sec-
tion 3, we provide a brief summary of the abstract theory of overlapping Schwarz
preconditioners. A domain decomposition setting that is used in the construction of
the proposed two-level overlapping Schwarz preconditioners is presented in section 4.
Convergence analysis for the proposed two-level overlapping Schwarz precondition-
ers is presented in section 5. A detailed description on the universal construction of
coarse spaces is given in section 6. Applications of the proposed preconditioners to
high-order conforming, nonconforming, and discontinuous Galerkin-type elements are
presented in section 7. Finally, we conclude the paper with remarks in section 8.

2. 2mth-order elliptic problems. In this section, we introduce a model 2mth-
order elliptic boundary value problem and its finite element discretizations.

In what follows, we use the notation A ≲ B and B ≳ A to represent that there
exists a constant c > 0 independent of the geometric parameters h, H, and δ, which
will be precisely defined later, such that A ≤ cB. We write A ≈ B if and only if
A ≲ B and A ≳ B.

Let Ω ⊂ Rd (d ∈ Z>0) be a bounded polyhedral domain. We consider the following
polyharmonic equation with a homogeneous boundary condition:

(−∆)mu = f in Ω,

u =
∂u

∂ν
= · · · = ∂m−1u

∂νm−1
= 0 on ∂Ω,

(2.1)

where f ∈ L2(Ω) and ν is the outward unit normal vector field along ∂Ω. The
problem (2.1) admits the following weak formulation: find u ∈ Hm

0 (Ω) such that

(2.2)

∫
Ω

∇mu : ∇mv dx =

∫
Ω

fv dx ∀v ∈ Hm
0 (Ω).

Well-posedness of the problem (2.2) is ensured by the Lax–Milgram theorem [13].
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2.1. Finite element discretizations. In order to solve (2.2) numerically, we
need to consider a suitable discretization of (2.2). Here, extending the result for
fourth-order problems presented in [35] (see also [8, 9]), we present an abstract fi-
nite element discretization for (2.2) that is suitable for scalable two-level overlapping
Schwarz preconditioners. Examples of existing finite elements that adhere to the
abstract framework will be provided in section 7.

We consider the following abstract finite element discretization of (2.2): find
uh ∈ Sh such that

(2.3) ah(uh, v) =

∫
Ω

fv dx ∀v ∈ Sh,

where Sh ⊂ L2(Ω) is a finite element space defined on a quasi-uniform triangula-
tion1 Th of the domain Ω, and h stands for the characteristic element diameter. In
the following, we summarize some key assumptions on (2.3), which are essential for
the convergence analysis of two-level overlapping Schwarz preconditioners (cf. [35,
Assumption 2.1]).

Assumption 2.1. In the finite element discretization (2.3), we have the following:
• There exists a norm ∥ · ∥h defined on Sh +Hm

0 (Ω) that satisfies

(2.4) ah(u, u) ≈ ∥u∥2h, u ∈ Sh,

which implies that ah(·, ·) is equivalent to ∥ · ∥2h in Sh.

• There exist a conforming finite element space S̃h ⊂ Hm
0 (Ω) and an enriching

operator Eh : Sh → S̃h such that

(2.5) ∥u− Ehu∥L2(Ω) +

m−1∑
j=1

hj

(∑
T∈Th

|u− Ehu|2Hj(T )

) 1
2

+ hm|Ehu|Hm(Ω) ≲ hm∥u∥h, u ∈ Sh.

Indeed, the above assumptions are commonly satisfied in many existing finite el-
ement methods for (2.2). One may refer to [8, 9] for case studies on nonconforming
and discontinuous Galerkin methods for fourth-order problems. Note that (2.4) im-
plies that the bilinear form ah(·, ·) is coercive in Sh, ensuring that (2.3) has a unique
solution uh ∈ Sh.

Remark 2.2. To guarantee convergence to a continuous solution, we need addi-
tional assumptions on (2.3), such as elliptic regularity, interpolation estimates, and
the approximability of ah(·, ·) for a(·, ·) [8, 9]. However, as these assumptions are not
required for the convergence analysis of overlapping Schwarz preconditioners, we omit
them here.

Remark 2.3. Compared to Assumption 2.1, in [35, Assumption 2.1], there is an
additional requirement that the enriching operator Eh should preserve the function
values at the vertices of Th. This condition becomes necessary when dealing with
constrained problems such as variational inequalities. However, in this paper, such
assumptions are not needed because we are addressing the linear model problem (2.2).

1In some finite elements for (2.2), the reference element is not a simplex but a polytope (see
section 7). Nevertheless, for the sake of convenience, we use the terminology “triangulation” even in
these cases.
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3. Overlapping Schwarz preconditioners. In this section, we present a brief
overview of the abstract framework of two-level overlapping Schwarz preconditioners
introduced in [37]. One may refer to [5, 43] for alternative representations. Through-
out this section, we employ a slight abuse of notation by not distinguishing between
finite element functions and the corresponding vectors of degrees of freedom. The
same applies for discrete operators and their matrix representations.

Let A and f be the stiffness matrix and the load vector induced by ah(·, ·) and∫
Ω
f · dx in (2.3), respectively, i.e.,

uTAv = a(u, v), fTu =

∫
Ω

fu dx,

for all u, v ∈ Sh. Then the variational formulation (2.3) is equivalent to the linear
system

(3.1) Au = f.

Next, we assume that the solution space V = Sh of (3.1) admits a decomposition
of the form

V =

N∑
k=0

RT
k Vk,

where each Vk, 0 ≤ k ≤ N , is a finite-dimensional space and RT
k : Vk → V is a

suitable prolongation operator. The space V0 is referred to as the coarse space and is
constructed on a coarse mesh. On the other hand, the remaining spaces are referred
to as local spaces and are associated with local problems defined on subdomains.

In this setting, the two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner M−1 is defined as

(3.2) M−1 =

N∑
k=0

RT
kA

−1
k Rk,

where Ak = RkART
k , 0 ≤ k ≤ N . It is well-known that the condition number

κ(M−1A) of the preconditioned matrix M−1A can be estimated by a stable decom-
position argument; see [37, Theorem 2.7] and [34, Section 4.1].

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that there exists a constant C0, such that any u ∈ V admits
a stable decomposition

u =

N∑
k=0

RT
k uk, uk ∈ Vk, 0 ≤ k ≤ N,

that satisfies

N∑
k=0

a(RT
k uk, R

T
k uk) ≤ C2

0a(u, u).

In addition, suppose that there exists a constant Nc that satisfies

a

(
N∑

k=1

RT
k uk,

N∑
k=1

RT
k uk

)
≤ Nc

N∑
k=1

a(RT
k uk, R

T
k uk), uk ∈ Vk, 1 ≤ k ≤ N.
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Then we have

κ(M−1A) ≤ C2
0 (Nc + 1).

Typically, in overlapping domain decomposition methods, the constant Nc in
Lemma 3.1 can be estimated by a coloring argument [34, 37], and is independent of
N or other geometric parameters. Hence, to analyze the convergence of the additive
Schwarz preconditioner, it suffices to estimate the stable decomposition parameter C0

in Lemma 3.1.

Remark 3.2. The multiplicative Schwarz preconditioner, where local and coarse
problems are solved sequentially, can be analyzed in terms of the constants C0 and
Nc appearing in Lemma 3.1 as well; see [4] and [37, Theorem 2.9]. Therefore, in this
paper, we focus solely on the additive Schwarz preconditioner.

4. Two-level domain decomposition. In this section, we present a domain
decomposition setting for the two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner (3.2). Let TH
be a quasi-uniform triangulation of Ω such that Th is a refinement of TH , where H
stands for the characteristic element diameter of TH . The domain Ω is decomposed
into N overlapping subdomains {Ωk}Nk=1, where each subdomain Ωk, 1 ≤ k ≤ N ,
is a union of Th-elements. We assume that diamΩk ≈ H. The overlap among the
subdomains is measured by a parameter δ > 0.

4.1. Local spaces. We define the local spaces {Vk}Nk=1 used in the two-level
additive Schwarz preconditioner (3.2) as follows. Let V = Sh, and we set

(4.1) Vk = Sh(Ωk), 1 ≤ k ≤ N,

where Sh(Ωk) is the finite element space of the same type as Sh, but defined on the
restriction of Th in Ωk. We also set the prolongation operator RT

k as the natural
extension operator from Sh(Ωk) to Sh. We present below essential assumptions on
the local spaces {Vk}Nk=1 for two-level overlapping Schwarz preconditioners (cf. [35,
Assumption 3.1]).

Assumption 4.1. In the local spaces (4.1), we have the following:
• The local spaces {Vk}Nk=1 can be colored with a number of colors Nc inde-

pendent of N .
• For any u ∈ Sh, there exists a decomposition u =

∑N
k=1 R

T
k uk, uk ∈ RT

k Vk,
such that

N∑
k=1

∥RT
k uk∥2h ≲ ∥u∥2h +

m−1∑
j=1

1

δ2(m−j)

(∑
T∈Th

|u|2Hj(T )

)

+
1

Hδ2m−1
∥Ehu∥2L2(Ω) +

(
H

δ

)2m−1

|Ehu|2Hm(Ω).

The coloring condition in Assumption 4.1 can be found in, e.g., [37, Section 2.5.1].
On the other hand, usually, the decomposition condition in Assumption 4.1 is derived
by using aWm,∞-partition of unity subordinate to the domain decomposition {Ωk}Nk=1

and invoking a trace theorem-type argument developed in [6, 18, 37]. One may refer to,
for instance, [37] and [6, 10] for derivations of the decomposition conditions for second-
and fourth-order problems, respectively. In the following, we provide a generalization
of the trace theorem-type argument for Hm-functions, which provides an estimate of
the L2-norm of a function over a strip along the boundary of the domain.
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Lemma 4.2. Let D ⊂ Rd (d ∈ Z>0) be a bounded polyhedral domain with diameter
H, and let Dδ ⊂ D be the set of points that are within a distance δ of ∂D. Then we
have

∥u∥2L2(Dδ)
≲

δ

H

(
∥u∥2L2(D) +H2m|u|2Hm(D)

)
, u ∈ Hm(D).

Proof. This proof closely follows the argument in [37, Lemma 3.10]. We may
assume that δ ≤ H. Take any u ∈ Hm(D). We cover Dδ by shape-regular patches
with O(δ) diameters. By invoking the Friedrichs inequality presented in Theorem A.2
for each patch and summing over the patches, we obtain

(4.2) ∥u∥2L2(Dδ)
≲ δ2m|u|2Hm(Dδ)

+

m−1∑
j=0

δ2j+1

∥∥∥∥∂ju

∂νj

∥∥∥∥2
L2(∂D)

,

where ν is the outward unit normal vector field along ∂D. By the trace theorem, for
each j, we have

(4.3)

∥∥∥∥∂ju

∂νj

∥∥∥∥2
L2(∂D)

≲ H|u|2Hj+1(D) +
1

H
|u|2Hj(D).

Combining (4.2) and (4.3) yields

∥u∥2L2(Dδ)
≲ δ2m|u|2Hm(Dδ)

+

m−1∑
j=0

δ2j+1

(
H|u|2Hj+1(D) +

1

H
|u|2Hj(D)

)

≲
δ

H

∥u∥2L2(D) +

m∑
j=1

H2j |u|2Hj(D)


≲

δ

H

(
∥u∥2L2(D) +H2m|u|2Hm(D)

)
,

where the last inequality is due to [33, Theorem 1.8]. This completes the proof.

4.2. Coarse space. In two-level overlapping Schwarz preconditioners, the coarse
space V0 is typically defined by a finite element space on the coarse mesh TH . A com-
mon choice for V0 is SH , which is the finite element space of the same type as Sh but
defined on TH . However, in this section, we introduce an alternative choice for V0

that is compatible with any finite element discretizations fitting into the framework
introduced in section 2.

Let {xi}i∈IH
denote the collection of all vertices of TH . For each i ∈ IH , a region

ωi ⊂ Ω is defined as the union of the coarse elements T ∈ TH such that xi ∈ ∂T :

(4.4) ωi =
⋃

T∈TH , xi∈∂T

T .

Utilizing existing results on the construction of conforming finite elements in any
dimension [22, 24], we are able to explicitly find a collection {ϕi}i∈IH

of functions in
Wm,∞(Ω) such that

ϕi = 0 on Ω \ ωi,(4.5a) ∑
i∈IH

ϕi = 1 on Ω,(4.5b)

|ϕi|W j,∞(ωi) ≲
1

Hj
, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, i ∈ IH .(4.5c)
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We will present how to construct {ϕi}i∈IH
using conforming finite element basis

functions in section 6.
Now, we define the coarse space V0 as follows:

(4.6) V0 =

(∑
i∈IH

ϕiPm−1(ωi)

)
∩Hm

0 (Ω),

where Pm−1(ωi) represents the collection of (m − 1)th-degree polynomials defined
on ωi. We note that a similar type of coarse spaces was considered in [35]. As
V0 ⊂ Hm

0 (Ω), it can be regarded as a conforming finite element space on TH . We also
mention that the concept of employing conforming coarse spaces for nonconforming
methods was previously examined in [30].

Remark 4.3. Differently from [35], the collection {ϕi}i∈IH
need not to be a par-

tition of unity. That is, each ϕi may have negative function values. This difference
makes the construction of {ϕi}i∈IH

more tractable, while the construction of a smooth
partition of unity on a general mesh with an explicit formulation is a rather challeng-
ing task. In [27], a smooth partition of unity with an explicit formulation for the
cartesian grid was introduced.

The following assumption summarizes the existence of a coarse prolongation op-
erator RT

0 , which maps the coarse space V0 to the fine space V , with certain approx-
imation properties. It is worth mentioning that this assumption was also considered
in [35, Assumption 4.1]. As we will discuss in section 7, in most applications, selecting
RT

0 as the nodal interpolation operator to V ensures that Assumption 4.4 holds.

Assumption 4.4. The coarse prolongation operator RT
0 : V0 → V satisfies

(4.7) ∥u−RT
0 u∥L2(Ω) +

m−1∑
j=1

Hj

(∑
T∈Th

|u−RT
0 u|2Hj(T )

) 1
2

+Hm∥RT
0 u∥h

≲ Hm|u|Hm(Ω), u ∈ V0.

5. Convergence analysis. In this section, we provide an estimate for the condi-
tion number of the preconditioned matrix M−1A, where M−1 is the two-level additive
Schwarz preconditioner given in (3.2).

In the analysis of two-level overlapping Schwarz preconditioners, as in many ex-
isting works [6, 10, 37, 45], a crucial aspect is to examine the approximability and
stability of an interpolation operator onto the coarse space. In Lemma 5.1, we estab-
lish that the coarse space V0 defined in (4.6) admits a quasi-interpolation operator
with favorable approximability and stability estimates.

Lemma 5.1. Let V0 be the coarse space defined in (4.6). There exists a quasi-
interpolation operator JH : Hm

0 (Ω) → V0 that satisfies
(5.1)

∥u−JHu∥L2(Ω)+

m−1∑
j=1

Hj |u−JHu|Hj(Ω)+Hm|JHu|Hm(Ω) ≲ Hm|u|Hm(Ω), u ∈ Hm
0 (Ω).

Proof. Take any u ∈ Hm
0 (Ω) and i ∈ IH . We begin by constructing a local

polynomial approximation Jiu ∈ Pm−1(ωi) of u on ωi, where the definition of ωi was
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given in (4.4), that satisfies the following:

(5.2) ∥u− Jiu∥L2(ωi) +

m−1∑
j=1

Hj |u− Jiu|Hj(ωi) +Hm|u|Hm(ωi) ≲ Hm|u|Hm(ωi).

If ∂ωi ∩ ∂Ω has nonzero measure, then setting Jiu = 0 satisfies (5.2), thanks to the
Friedrichs inequality presented in Theorem A.2. Otherwise, if ∂ωi ∩ ∂Ω has zero
measure, we can find an (m− 1)th-degree polynomial Jiu satisfying (5.2) by invoking
the Bramble–Hilbert lemma [5, Lemma 4.3.8].

We define JHu ∈ V0 as

JHu =
∑
i∈IH

(Jiu)ϕi,

where ϕi was given in (4.5). Due to the construction of Jiu, it is clear that JHu
satisfies the homogeneous boundary condition on ∂Ω. In the following, we employ a
similar argument as in [35, Lemma 4.5] to derive (5.1).

For a coarse element T ∈ TH , let {xi}nT
i=1 be the vertices of T , where nT is

uniformly bounded with respect to T because TH is quasi-uniform. If we define a
region ωT ⊂ Ω as

ωT =

nT⋃
i=1

ωi,

then for 1 ≤ i ≤ nT and 0 ≤ j ≤ m, we have

(5.3) |(u− Jiu)ϕi|Hj(ωi) ≲
j∑

l=0

|u− Jiu|Hl(ωi)|ϕi|W j−l,∞(ωi) ≲ Hm−j |u|Hm(ωi),

where the second inequality is because of (5.2) and (4.5c). It follows that

(5.4) |u− JHu|Hj(T )

(4.5b)

≤
nT∑
i=1

|(u− Jiu)ϕi|Hj(ωi)

(5.3)

≲ Hm−j |u|Hm(ωT ).

Summing (5.4) over all T yields

(5.5) |u− JHu|Hj(Ω) ≲ Hm−j |u|Hm(Ω).

Finally, by combining (5.5) and

|JHu|Hm(Ω) ≤ |u− JHu|Hm(Ω) + |u|Hm(Ω)

(5.5)

≲ |u|Hm(Ω),

we complete the proof of (5.1).

Now, we present a condition number estimate for the preconditioned matrix
M−1A in Theorem 5.2. The proof of Theorem 5.2 can be done by utilizing the
approximation properties of JH presented in Lemma 5.1.

Theorem 5.2. Suppose that the following conditions hold:
• The finite element discretization (2.3) satisfies Assumption 2.1.
• The local spaces (4.1) satisfies Assumption 4.1.
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• The coarse space (4.6) satisfies Assumption 4.4.
Then we have

κ(M−1A) ≲

(
1 +

(
H

δ

)2m−1
)
,

where M−1 was given in (3.2).

Proof. Thanks to Lemma 3.1 and Assumption 4.1, it suffices to find a stable
decomposition estimate for u ∈ V . We set u0 = JH(Ehu), where JH is the quasi-
interpolation operator given in Lemma 5.1. We observe that

(5.6) |JH(Ehu)|2Hm(Ω)

(5.1)

≲ |Ehu|2Hm(Ω)

(2.5)

≲ ∥u∥2h.

Then we can estimate ah(R
T
0 u0, R

T
0 u0) as follows:

(5.7) ah(R
T
0 u0, R

T
0 u0)

(2.4)
≈ ∥RT

0 JH(Ehu)∥2h
(4.7)

≲ |JH(Ehu)|2Hm(Ω)

(5.6)

≲ ∥u∥2h.

Meanwhile, by Assumption 4.1, there exist uk ∈ Vk, 1 ≤ k ≤ N , that satisfy
u−RT

0 u0 =
∑N

k=1 R
T
k uk and

N∑
k=1

ah(R
T
k uk, R

T
k uk)

(2.4)
≈

N∑
k=1

∥RT
k uk∥2h

≲ ∥u−RT
0 u0∥2h +

m−1∑
j=1

(
1

δ2(m−j)

∑
T∈Th

|u−RT
0 u0|2Hj(T )

)

+
1

Hδ2m−1
∥Eh(u−RT

0 u0)∥2L2(Ω) +

(
H

δ

)2m−1

|Eh(u−RT
0 u0)|2Hm(Ω).

(5.8)

In order to estimate the rightmost-hand side of (5.8), we estimate some norms of
u−RT

0 u0; using (2.5), (5.1), (4.7), and (5.6), we get

∥u−RT
0 u0∥2L2(Ω)

≲ ∥u− Ehu∥2L2(Ω) + ∥Ehu− JH(Ehu)∥2L2(Ω) + ∥JH(Ehu)−RT
0 JH(Ehu)∥2L2(Ω)

≲
(
h2m +H2m

)
∥u∥2h ≲ H2m∥u∥2h.

(5.9a)

In the same manner, for each j, we have∑
T∈Th

|u−RT
0 u0|2Hj(T )

≲
∑
T∈Th

|u− Ehu|2Hj(T ) + |Ehu− JH(Ehu)|2Hj(Ω)

+
∑
T∈Th

|JH(Ehu)−RT
0 JH(Ehu)|2Hj(T )

≲ (h2(m−j) +H2(m−j))∥u∥2h ≲ H2(m−j)∥u∥2h

(5.9b)
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and

(5.9c) ∥u−RT
0 u0∥2h ≲ ∥u∥2h + ∥RT

0 u0∥2h ≲ ∥u∥2h + |JH(Ehu)|2Hm(Ω) ≲ ∥u∥2h.

Then, invoking (5.8) with (2.5) and (5.9) yields

(5.10)

N∑
k=1

a(RT
k uk, R

T
k uk) ≲

1 + m−1∑
j=1

(
H

δ

)2(m−j)

+

(
H

δ

)2m−1
 ∥w∥2h.

Combining (5.7) and (5.10) yields the desired result.

Theorem 5.2 implies that the convergence rate of an iterative method precondi-
tioned by the two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner has a uniform bound when
H/δ is fixed. In both cases of small overlap δ ≈ h and generous overlap δ ≈ H, we
can deduce that the method is scalable in the sense that the convergence rate depends
only on the subdomain size H/h and is independent of the full-dimension problem
size h.

6. Universal construction of coarse spaces. In this section, we discuss the
construction of the collection {ϕi}i∈IH

, which is the main ingredient in defining the
coarse space V0 as described in (4.6). The construction introduced here is considered
universal as it offers a unified approach that can be applied to any finite element
discretization for any m.

Let ŜH ⊂ Hm(Ω) be a conforming finite element space defined on the coarse
triangulation TH , without any essential boundary conditions. Examples of such con-
forming finite element spaces for general m can be found in [22] for simplical meshes
and [24] for rectangular meshes. Then the constant function 1 on Ω can be represented

using basis functions for ŜH as follows:

(6.1) 1 =
∑
j∈ÎH

ϕ̂j ,

where {ϕ̂j}j∈ÎH
denotes the collection of all nodal basis functions for ŜH correspond-

ing to function evaluation at points. The construction of {ϕi}i∈IH
can be done by

distributing the right-hand side of (6.1) to each ωi as evenly as possible. Namely, for
each i ∈ IH , we set

ϕi =
∑

j∈ÎH,i

1

nj
ϕ̂j .

Here, ÎH,i represents the index set for the basis functions in {ϕ̂j}j∈ÎH
, where each ϕ̂j

is associated with a polytope having xi as its vertex, and nj denotes the number of

vertices of the polytope corresponding to ϕ̂j . Then it is obvious that (4.5a) and (4.5b)
holds by construction. Moreover, thanks to the quasi-uniformity of TH , one can
verify (4.5c) using a scaling argument [37, Section 3.4].

In the following, we provide several examples of {ϕi}i∈IH
for different settings.

Example 6.1. First, we consider a trivial case m = 1. We assume that TH consists
of quasi-uniform simplices, and that ŜH is the continuous and piecewise linear finite
element space. In this case, we readily observe that the coarse space V0 is given by
V0 = ŜH ∩H1

0 (Ω), i.e., the piecewise linear finite element space with the homogeneous
essential boundary condition.
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Fig. 1. Construction of a collection {ϕi}i∈IH
satisfying (4.5) by using the sixth-degree Argyris

finite element space [1] on a triangular coarse grid TH (d = 2, m = 2).

Fig. 2. Construction of a collection {ϕi}i∈IH
satisfying (4.5) by using the C2-Q3 finite element

space [24] on a rectangular coarse grid TH (d = 2, m = 3).

Example 6.2. In the case when d = 2 and m = 2, we suppose that TH is given
by a rectangular grid and define ŜH as the BFS finite element space defined on TH .
Then, the coarse space V0, constructed using basis functions of ŜH , aligns with the
one considered in [35].

Example 6.3. We again consider the case where d = 2 and m = 2. Let ŜH

denote the sixth-degree Argyris finite element space [1], defined on a triangulation
TH comprising quasi-uniform triangles, as illustrated in Figure 1(a, b). The sixth-
degree Argyris elements include degrees of freedom for function evaluation at vertices,
midpoints of edges, and centers of triangles. Within each ωi, i ∈ IH , the coarse
basis function ϕi ∈ V0 is constructed as a linear combination of global ŜH -basis
functions associated with function evaluation adjacent to xi. Specifically, the weights
are assigned as follows: 1 for the basis function at xi, 1/2 for edge basis functions,
and 1/3 for center basis functions; see Figure 1(c).

It is worth noting that this example can be generalized to arbitrary values of
d and m, as the sixth-degree Argyris element is a specific instance of the general
construction of conforming finite elements introduced in [22].

Example 6.4. We consider the case where d = 2 and m = 3. If TH is given by a
rectangular grid (see Figure 2(a)), we can define ŜH as the conforming C2-Q3 finite
element space proposed in [24]. Since all degrees of freedom of the C2-Q3 element
corresponding to function evaluation are located at vertices (see Figure 2(b)), the
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Fig. 3. Reference elements of finite element discretizations used in section 7: (a) Bogner–Fox–
Schmit [3, 38], (b) Adini [23, 28], (c) C0 interior penalty [10, 19], and (d) Adini-type sixth-order
nonconforming elements proposed by Jin and Wu [25].

coarse basis function ϕi ∈ V0, i ∈ IH , simply agrees with the global C2-Q3-basis
function at xi, as depicted in Figure 2(c).

This example can also be extended to arbitrary values of d and m by utilizing the
construction of conforming finite elements on rectangular grids introduced in [24].

7. Applications. In this section, we present applications of the two-level ad-
ditive Schwarz preconditioners proposed in this paper to various finite element dis-
cretizations of the 2mth-order elliptic problem (2.2). We also provide numerical results
to support our theoretical findings. All codes used in our numerical experiments were
implemented using MATLAB R2022b and executed on a desktop computer equipped
with an AMD Ryzen 5 5600X CPU (3.7GHz, 6C), 40GB RAM, and the Windows 10
Pro operating system.

7.1. Fourth-order conforming elements. First, we consider a BFS [3, 38, 39]
finite element discretization of the fourth-order problem in two dimensions (m = 2,
d = 2). That is, the finite element space Sh is given by

ST = Q3(T ), T ∈ Th,
Sh =

{
u ∈ H2

0 (Ω) : u|T ∈ ST for all T ∈ Th
}
,

where Q3 denotes the tensor product of P3. The reference element for the BFS
element is depicted in Figure 3(a). Since we adopt a conforming element, we set the
bilinear form ah(·, ·) in the discrete problem (2.3) as the same on as in the continuous
problem (2.2), i.e.,

ah(u, v) =

∫
Ω

∇2u : ∇2v dx, u, v ∈ Sh.

We construct the coarse space V0 as explained in Example 6.2, with ŜH given by the
BFS finite element space on the coarse mesh TH .

To apply the convergence theory developed in this paper, we need to verify As-
sumptions 2.1, 4.1, and 4.4. We set

∥u∥h =
√
ah(u, u) = |u|H2(Ω), u ∈ H2

0 (Ω).

In addition, we set S̃h = Sh and define the enriching operator Eh : Sh → S̃h as
the identity operator. Then Assumption 2.1 obviously holds. Verification of As-
sumption 4.1 can be done by combining the argument given in [45, Theorem 2.3]
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(a) Comparison (b) δ = 21h (c) δ = 22h

Fig. 4. Relative residual error (7.1) of the conjugate gradient method preconditioned by the
proposed two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner for solving the fourth-order Bogner–Fox–Schmit
finite element discretization. (a) Comparison with the cases of no preconditioner and the one-level
preconditioner (h = 2−7, H = 2−3, δ = 2−5). (b, c) Various mesh sizes h (H/h = 24).

with Lemma 4.2. Finally, thanks to the polynomial approximation theory in Sobolev
spaces (see, e.g., [5, 15]), Assumption 4.4 can be achieved by setting the coarse prolon-
gation operator RT

0 by the nodal interpolation operator. Consequently, Theorem 5.2
implies that the convergence rate of an iterative algorithm preconditioned by the
two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner is uniformly bounded when H/δ is fixed.

Now, we present numerical results. In (2.2) with m = 2 and d = 2, we set Ω =
(0, 1)2 and f such that the exact solution u is given by u(x1, x2) = x2

1(1−x1)
2 sin2 πx2.

We use the same mesh and domain decomposition settings as in [35, Section 6]; let TH
be a coarse triangulation of Ω consisting of N = 1/H × 1/H square elements, and let
Th be a refinement of TH consisting of 1/h×1/h square elements (0 < h < H < 1). By
extending each coarse element in TH to include its surrounding layers of Th-elements
with width δ, we construct an overlapping domain decomposition {Ωk}Nk=1 of Ω.

To observe the convergence behavior of iterative algorithms, we plot the relative
residual error

(7.1)
∥Au(n) − f∥ℓ2
∥Au(0) − f∥ℓ2

at each iteration, where A and f were given in (3.1), and n denotes the iteration
count. In Figure 4(a), the convergence curves of the conjugate gradient method with-
out preconditioner and with one- and two-level additive Schwarz preconditioners are
plotted. We readily observe that the convergence rate of the two-level preconditioner
is much faster than the other ones, which highlights the improvement made by adding
the coarse space. In Figure 4(b, c), the convergence curves for the two-level additive
Schwarz preconditioners are presented, under varying h, H and δ, keeping H/h = 24.
We observe that the convergence curves for the cases h = 2−9 and h = 2−10 are paral-
lel, which implies that the convergence rate do not deteriorate even if we decrease the
mesh size h. This numerically verifies Theorem 5.2, which states that the condition
number of M−1A is uniformly bounded if H/δ is kept constant.

7.2. Fourth-order nonconforming elements. As the second example, we
consider a nonconforming finite element method; we assume that the fourth-order
problem in two dimensions (m = 2, d = 2) is discretized by the Adini element [23, 28,
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(a) Comparison (b) δ = 21h (c) δ = 22h

Fig. 5. Relative residual error (7.1) of the conjugate gradient method preconditioned by the
proposed two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner for solving the fourth-order Adini finite element
discretization. (a) Comparison with the cases of no preconditioner and the one-level precondi-
tioner (h = 2−7, H = 2−3, δ = 2−5). (b, c) Various mesh sizes h (H/h = 24).

39], in which the finite element space Sh is given by

ST = P3(T )⊕ span
{
x3
1x2, x1x

3
2

}
, T ∈ Th,

Sh =

{
u ∈ L2(Ω) : u|T ∈ ST for all T ∈ Th, u,

∂u

∂x1
, and

∂u

∂x2
are continuous

at the vertices of Th and vanish at the vertices along ∂Ω

}
.

The Adini reference element is depicted in Figure 3(b). As in [6], we define the bilinear
form ah(·, ·) as a broken version of a(·, ·) as follows:

(7.2) ah(u, v) =
∑
T∈Th

∫
T

∇2u : ∇2v dx, u, v ∈ Sh.

We define the coarse space V0 in the same manner as in the previous example, i.e.,
by setting Ŝh to be the BFS finite element space on TH .

Next, we verify Assumptions 2.1, 4.1, and 4.4 to apply the convergence theory
presented in this paper. We set

∥u∥h =
√
ah(u, u), u ∈ Sh +H2

0 (Ω).

In addition, we define S̃h as the BFS finite element space defined on Th, and Eh : Sh →
S̃h as the enriching operator introduced in [6, Equation (5.4)]. Then, invoking [6,
Lemma 5.1] implies that Assumption 2.1 holds. For Assumption 4.1, one may refer
to [6, Equation (8.16)]. Finally, if we set the coarse prolongation operator RT

0 by
the nodal interpolation operator, then Assumption 4.4 can be proven by using the
standard polynomial approximation theory [5, 15]. Therefore, Theorem 5.2 ensures
that the convergence rate of an iterative algorithm preconditioned by the two-level
additive Schwarz preconditioner is uniformly bounded when H/δ is fixed.

We conduct numerical experiments using the same configurations as in the previ-
ous example. The numerical results for the Adini element are presented in Figure 5.
We can deduce the same conclusion as in the BFS case. We observe a notable en-
hancement in the convergence behavior of the conjugate gradient method due to the
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presence of the coarse space, as depicted in Figure 5(a). Furthermore, in Figure 5(b,
c), we note that the convergence rate remains unaffected even as h decreases, pro-
vided H/δ is held constant. This observation verifies Theorem 5.2 and highlights the
numerical scalability of the proposed two-level preconditioner when applied to the
Adini element.

7.3. Fourth-order interior penalty methods. The coarse space construction
proposed in this paper is also applicable for discontinuous Galerkin-type discretiza-
tions. As an illustrative example, we consider the fourth-order problem in two di-
mensions (m = 2, d = 2) discretized by the C0 interior penalty method introduced
in [7, 19]. That is, we have

ST = Q2(T ), T ∈ Th,
Sh =

{
u ∈ C0(Ω) : u|T ∈ ST for all T ∈ Th, u = 0 on ∂Ω

}
.

The reference element for the C0 interior penalty method is depicted in Figure 3(c).
The bilinear form ah(·, ·) is given by

(7.3)

ah(u, v) =
∑
T∈Th

∫
T

∇2u : ∇2v dx+
∑
e∈Eh

∫
e

({{
∂2u

∂ν2

}}[[
∂v

∂ν

]]
+

{{
∂2v

∂ν2

}}[[
∂u

∂ν

]])
ds

+
∑
e∈Eh

η

|e|

∫
e

[[
∂u

∂ν

]] [[
∂v

∂ν

]]
ds,

where Eh denotes the set of all edges of Th, and η is a positive penalty parameter. The
jumps [[·]] and the averages {{·}} in (7.3) are defined as follows. For an interior edge e
in Eh shared by two elements T+ and T− in Th, let νe be the unit normal vector of e
that points from T− to T+. Then we define[[

∂u

∂ν

]]
=

∂u|T+

∂νe
−

∂u|T−

∂νe
,

{{
∂2u

∂ν2

}}
=

1

2

(
∂2u|T+

∂ν2e
+

∂2u|T−

∂ν2e

)
.

For a boundary edge e on ∂Ω, let νe denote the outward unit normal vector of e, and
we define [[

∂u

∂ν

]]
= − ∂u

∂νe
,

{{
∂2u

∂ν2

}}
=

∂2u

∂ν2e
.

If η is sufficiently large, then ah(·, ·) becomes coercive [7].
Again, the coarse space V0 is defined as the one given in Example 6.2, and the

coarse prolongation operator RT
0 is defined as the nodal interpolation operator. Then

Assumptions 2.1, 4.1, and 4.4 can be verified by referring to [10, Lemma 3.4, Equa-
tion (5.8), and Lemma 3.2], respectively.

Under the same configurations as in the previous examples, we present numerical
results for the fourth-order C0 interior penalty method in Figure 6. Consistently
with the cases of BFS and Adini elements, we observe the numerical scalability of the
proposed two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner in the sense that the convergence
rate does not deteriorate with decreasing h as long as H/δ is fixed.
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(a) Comparison (b) δ = 21h (c) δ = 22h

Fig. 6. Relative residual error (7.1) of the conjugate gradient method preconditioned by the
proposed two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner for solving the fourth-order C0 interior penalty
method (η = 5). (a) Comparison with the cases of no preconditioner and the one-level precondi-
tioner (h = 2−7, H = 2−3, δ = 2−5). (b, c) Various mesh sizes h (H/h = 24).

7.4. Sixth-order nonconforming elements. To further validate the appli-
cability of the proposed two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner for higher-order
problems, we consider the sixth-order instance (m = 3, d = 2) of (2.3). We assume
that the problem is discretized by the Adini-type finite element proposed by Jin and
Wu [25], which is given by

ST = span
{
Q1(T ) ·

{
1, x2

1, x
2
2, x

4
1, x

4
2

}}
, T ∈ Th,

Sh =

{
u ∈ L2(Ω) : u|T ∈ ST for all T ∈ Th, u,

∂u

∂x1
,
∂u

∂x2
,
∂2u

∂x2
1

, and
∂2u

∂x2
2

are

continuous at the vertices of Th and vanish at the vertices along ∂Ω

}
,

where · denotes the collection of entrywise products of two sets. The Jin–Wu reference
element is depicted in Figure 3(d). As in [25], we define the bilinear form ah(·, ·) as

ah(u, v) =
∑
T∈Th

∫
T

∇3u : ∇3v dx, u, v ∈ Sh.

To construct the coarse space V0, we set ŜH as the C2-Q3 finite element space [24]
presented in Example 6.4, and follow the procedure described in section 6.

To verify Assumptions 2.1, 4.1, and 4.4 for the Jin–Wu element, similar to the
case of the fourth-order Adini element, we set

∥u∥h =
√
ah(u, u), u ∈ Sh +H3

0 (Ω).

Then Assumption 2.1 is satisfied thanks to [25, Lemma 3.1]. Moreover, by using a
similar argument as in [6, Lemma 7.3] and Lemma 4.2, we can verify Assumption 4.1
without difficulty. Finally, the standard polynomial approximation theory [5, 15]
implies that Assumption 4.4 holds with the coarse prolongation operator RT

0 given by
the nodal interpolation operator (cf. [25, Theorem 3.1]).

In numerical experiments, we set Ω = (0, 1)2 and f , such that the exact solution
is given by u(x1, x2) = x3

1(1 − x1)
3 sin3 πx2, in (2.2) with m = 3 and d = 2. We
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(a) Comparison (b) δ = 21h (c) δ = 22h

Fig. 7. Relative residual error (7.1) of the conjugate gradient method preconditioned by the
proposed two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner for solving the sixth-order Jin–Wu finite element
discretization. (a) Comparison with the cases of no preconditioner and the one-level precondi-
tioner (h = 2−7, H = 2−3, δ = 2−5). (b, c) Various mesh sizes h (H/h = 24).

maintain the same mesh and domain decomposition settings as those utilized in the
previous examples.

In Figure 7(a), we present the convergence curves of the conjugate gradient
method both without preconditioner and with one- and two-level additive Schwarz
preconditioners. Analogous to the fourth-order cases, we observe a significant en-
hancement in the convergence rate upon integrating the proposed coarse space into
the additive Schwarz preconditioner. Moreover, Figure 7(b, c) numerically shows
that the proposed two-level additive Schwarz preconditioner is scalable when applied
to the Jin–Wu element. The convergence rate of the preconditioned method is uni-
formly bounded as h decreases keeping H/δ constant.

8. Conclusion. In this paper, we proposed a novel construction of two-level
overlapping Schwarz preconditioners, which can be applied to any finite element dis-
cretization of 2mth-order elliptic problems that satisfies typical assumptions. For any
finite element discretization, a coarse space can be constructed in a unified way based
on a conforming finite element space defined on a coarse mesh. We proved that the
condition number of the preconditioned stiffness matrix achieves a bound that de-
pends on H/δ only, which implies the scalability of iterative methods. We presented
applications of the proposed two-level overlapping Schwarz preconditioners to various
finite elements, such as the BFS, Adini, fourth-order C0 interior penalty, and Jin–Wu
elements, and consistently observed a improvement of the convergence rate and the
scalability.

While the construction of coarse spaces proposed in this paper utilizes conform-
ing finite elements, it is interesting to further investigating whether nonconforming
finite elements with fewer degrees of freedom could be employed, as the computational
cost for coarse problems remains a bottleneck in parallel computation and it is desir-
able to reduce it [16]. In addition, extending our approach to higher-order variants
of nonlinear and nonsmooth problems [31, 35, 36] is an interesting topic for future
research.

Appendix A. Friedrichs inequality for Hm-functions. In this appendix,
for the sake of completeness, we provide the Friedrichs inequality for Hm-functions
used throughout the paper along with its proof. We first show that any polynomial
defined on a bounded polyhedral domain D and satisfying a homogeneous boundary
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condition on a portion of ∂D must be identically zero.

Lemma A.1. Let D ⊂ Rd (d ∈ Z>0) be a bounded polyhedral domain, and let
Γ ⊂ ∂D have nonvanishing (d−1)-dimensional measure. If an mth-degree polynomial
p ∈ Pm(D) satisfies

p =
∂p

∂ν
= · · · = ∂mp

∂νm
= 0 on Γ,

where ν is the outward unit normal vector field along Γ, then p = 0.

Proof. There exists at least one hyperface F of ∂D such that F ∩ Γ has nonva-
nishing (d − 1)-dimensional measure. Since p vanishes on F ∩ Γ with nonvanishing
measure, it also vanishes on the entire hyperplane L containing F ∩ Γ [11]. We per-
form an affine change of coordinates such that the hyperplane L(x̂, xd) = 0 is the
x̂-axis, and ν = (0, . . . , 0, 1), where x̂ = (x1, . . . , xd−1). Since p = 0 on the x̂-axis,
by invoking [5, Lemma 3.1.10], we have p = xdp1 for some polynomial p1. Moreover,
since ∂p

∂ν = ∂p
∂xd

= p1 + xd
∂p1

∂xd
vanishes on the x̂-axis, invoking [5, Lemma 3.1.10]

once again yields that p1 = xdp2 for some polynomial p2, i.e., p = x2
dp2. Repeating

this procedure, we deduce that p = xm+1
d pm+1 for some polynomial pm+1. But since

p ∈ Pm(D), pm+1 must be identically zero, which completes the proof.

Now, we present the Friedrichs inequality for Hm-functions in Theorem A.2,
which can be proven by using Lemma A.1 and following an argument similar to
that described in [33, Section 1.1.8]. In the following, ∥ · ∥Hm(D) denotes a scaled
Hm-norm given by

(A.1) ∥u∥Hm(Ω) =

∥u∥2L2(Ω) +

m∑
j=1

H2j |u|2Hj(Ω)

 1
2

, u ∈ Hm(Ω),

where H = diamD. This scaled norm is commonly used in the analysis of domain
decomposition methods; see, e.g., [37, Equation (4.4)].

Theorem A.2. Let D ⊂ Rd (d ∈ Z>0) be a bounded polyhedral domain, and let
Γ ⊂ ∂D have nonvanishing (d− 1)-dimensional measure. Then there exist a positive
constant C, depending only on the shapes of D and Γ, such that

∥u∥2Hm(D) ≤ C

H2m|u|2Hm(D) +

m−1∑
j=0

H2j+1

∥∥∥∥∂ju

∂νj

∥∥∥∥2
L2(Γ)

 , u ∈ Hm(D),

where H = diamD, ∥ · ∥Hm(D) is the scaled Hm-norm given in (A.1), and ν is the
outward unit normal vector field along Γ.

Proof. It suffices to take H = 1, as the general case then follows by a standard
scaling argument [37, Section 3.4]. Throughout this proof, let C denote the generic
positive constant that depends only on the shapes of D and Γ. We define

∥u∥RHS =

|u|2Hm(D) +

m−1∑
j=0

∥∥∥∥∂ju

∂νj

∥∥∥∥2
L2(Γ)

 1
2

, u ∈ Hm(D).

Then Lemma A.1 implies that ∥ · ∥RHS is indeed a norm. Moreover, by the trace
theorem, we have ∥ · ∥RHS ≤ C∥ · ∥Hm(D). Hence, if we show that Hm(D) is a
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Banach space with the ∥ ·∥RHS-norm, then invoking the open mapping theorem yields
∥ · ∥Hm(D) ≤ C∥ · ∥RHS, which is the desired result.

It remains to prove that Hm(D) is complete with respect to the ∥ · ∥RHS-norm.
Take any Cauchy sequence {un} with respect to the ∥ · ∥RHS-norm. Since | · |Hm(D) ≤
∥·∥RHS, a quotient space argument [33, Theorem 1.6] implies that there exist (m−1)th-
degree polynomials {pn} such that {un + pn} converges in the ∥ · ∥Hm(D)-norm. As
∥·∥RHS ≤ C∥·∥Hm(D), we readily deduce that {un+pn} converges in the ∥·∥RHS-norm,
thereby forming a Cauchy sequence. Consequently, {pn} is also a Cauchy sequence
with respect to the ∥ · ∥RHS-norm. Invoking the equivalence between the ∥ · ∥RHS- and
∥·∥Hm(D)-norms in Pm−1(D), we deduce that {pn} is convergent in the ∥·∥RHS-norm.
Therefore, {un} also converges in the ∥ · ∥RHS-norm, establishing the completeness of
Hm(D) with respect to the ∥ · ∥RHS-norm.
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